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Located in ‘s-Hertogenbosch in the Netherlands, BCS HRM & Salarisadministratie B.V.
specializes in payroll administration and
human resource management (HRM)
applications for small and medium sized
enterprises.
Founded as a family business 35 years ago,
the company is headed by father-and-son
team Roel and Bas Praagman. Some 8,000
organizations rely on BCS software and
services today, processing over 100,000
payroll slips every month.
Visit: www.bcsbv.nl for more information.

BCS OFFERS MOBILE PAYROLL

About Servoy

AND HRM APPLICATIONS

Servoy makes it easier to deliver great
business applications. Applications can be
delivered to any device from a single

International
(support) offices
Servoy USA
Servoy Argentina
Servoy Brazil
Servoy Chile
Servoy France
Servoy Germany,
Switzerland and Austria
Servoy Italy
Servoy Spain
Servoy UK
Servoy Uruguay

codebase in record time. Servoy BV, a
Deloitte Fast 50 Technology company, is an
international ﬁrm that creates an award-

TO STAY AHEAD OF THE COMPETITION
AND GROW REVENUE

winning powerful hybrid development and
deployment platform. Servoy is used by
independent software vendors (ISVs),
organizations and consultants in over 50
countries. Servoy has been recognized by
Gartner as a Cool vendor in PaaS.
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Located in ’s-Hertogenbosch in the Netherlands,
payroll administration and human resource
management (HRM) applications for small and
medium-size enterprises. Founded as a family
business 35 years ago, the company is headed by
father-and-son team Roel and Bas Praagman.

Mobile engagement is critical to succeed
in the HR application market

Over the years, BCS has grown
an impressive client portfolio
ranging from the next-door
bakery with a handful of staff to
the VDL Group with over 5,000
employees. Today, 8,000
organizations rely on BCS
software and services to
process over 100,000 payroll
slips every month.

Mobile-enabling an
existing application
can be challenging.

Delta HRP, the company’s
modular salary administration
software, is built around a
payroll module. It supports a
variety of additional modules,
such as Delta Self-Service, HRM
and presence/absence. Each
application can be customized
to include client-specific
capabilities. BCS also offers
payroll administration as a
service, which is used by 25% of
customers. The remaining
customers perform their own
payroll administration with the
BCS software suite.

BCS employs a support team of
nearly 100 dedicated staff
members, 30 of whom are
available at any given time to
provide telephone assistance.

Challenge
Companies increasingly use
workflows to streamline HR
processes and cut down
low-value tasks performed by
the personnel department. In
response, BCS developed the
Delta Self-Service module as a
web client a few years ago. It
enables employees to update
their own master HR data over
the internet, keep track of their
own working hours and submit
leave requests.
With employees increasingly
using smartphones and tablets,
BCS needed to create a new
mobile app to keep up with
market expectations.

Solution

Implementation

The original Delta product was
developed using Delphi.
Rewriting it from scratch as a
mobile application would have
been too costly. BCS chose the
Servoy development platform
because it could reuse both the
data and the business logic
created in Delphi.

BCS had no former experience
developing mobile applications,
so the company was interested
in Servoy’s built-in mobile
capabilities.

The resulting mobile application
offers existing customers a
useful and convenient
alternative to the desktop and
web clients. It also makes the
BCS suite more attractive to
potential new customers,
helping BCS win new business.
BCS is currently the only
mobile-capable offering in the
market.

BCS also sought project
management guidance from
Servoy. The project team,
consisting of BCS staff and
Servoy experts, kicked off by
defining the scope of the
application. The team decided
to develop the mobile app for
iOS and Android devices only,
leaving Windows Mobile as an
option that could be easily
added in the future.
The project took less than three
months to complete, including
design, development, on-site
testing and performance tuning,
all performed with the Servoy
platform. The timeline was
consistent with what other ISVs

have experienced when using
Servoy to develop mobile
applications.
Frido Affourtit of BCS says:
“Our customers often use
distributed databases. I worried
that it would make it difficult for
the app to find the data, but it
has simply not been an issue.
The Servoy middleware can run
on any existing SQL database,
and the resulting application
knows where to look for the
data. It’s amazing.”

Benefits
Thanks to Servoy, BCS was
able to easily add mobility to
its existing system. The back
office required only small
changes to integrate the new
app with existing HRM and
payroll applications. Every
functionality could be reused,
requiring no investment in the
old system. BCS relied on the
Servoy team’s extensive
experience in mobile user
interface and application
design to create a new front
end in a very short time. Servoy
also provides assistance with
setting up availability of the
app in the Apple Store and
Google Play.
BCS, their customers and end
users all love the new front end.
It has a clean interface, is
attractive and easy to use, and
offers the state-of-the-art
features that mobile users
expect today. In fact, some
users have already asked for
more mobile apps.

BCS now has over 50,000
users for its web portal based
on the Servoy web client and
for the mobile app based on
Servoy Mobile. Users
increasingly rely on the mobile
app as their main access to the
HR system.

Servoy gave full mobile
capabilities to the
existing BCS application
without requiring a
rewrite.

Beneﬁts

BCS HRM & Salarisadministratie B.V. specializes in
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